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Sixteen-year-old Galen Stoller never saw the train that forced him, in December 2007, into another

dimensionâ€“what some call the other side, heaven, or nirvana. He was able to make contact in

dream states with his intuitive father within days and verbal contact by the end of the first month.

Two years later he requested his father write down communication from Galen about his new

circumstances. Dr. Stollerâ€™s only comments in this revelatory account appear in Editorâ€™s

Notes at the end of each chapter. While there are many accounts of near-death experiences, never

has an account been written documenting a personal encounter with such detail and clarity. The

story of this gifted boy intent on getting through to earth the knowledge of what lies beyond is both

comforting and sobering with a message relevant for all of us still living in this dimension.
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"My Life After Life", in my professional opinion, stands somewhat alone in a field otherwise littered

with metaphysical,new-age psycho-babble due to the individual who edited this book.Anyone with

too many drinks in them, or a very strong need to gain attention, can put words to a page claiming to

have had literal conversations with discarnate intelligences (dead people, ghosts, spirits, you name



it).The difference with My Life After Life is that the author and the editor are people I've known for

quite some time.Dr. Kenneth P. Stoller and I met almost forty years ago at UCLA's former

parapsychology lab, where he participated in many of our varied research projects, chief of which

was my psi training program (a.k.a. remote viewing) groups. While he was not able to attend

regularly due to his educational schedule, his continued participation was nevertheless noteworthy

in that he demonstrated a uniquely adaptive learning potential in paranormal perception. In layman's

terms, this means Dr. Stoller was a very gifted subject who responded quite rapidly to the methods

we employed to enhance and focus psychic abilities (telepathy, clairvoyance, precognition). As

such, it didn't surprise me to discover that Ken was receiving communications from his recently

deceased son Galen.While my own book: "Aliens Above, Ghosts Below: Explorations of the

Unknown" is very skeptical and strongly ridicules those claiming to have conversations with the

dead, "My Life After Life" has a radically different perspective due to the uncommon teenager

alleged (only because such cannot as yet be scientifically proven) to have written it and his father

who edited it.

This book is a must for anyone who's lost a child. While nothing can replace that child, this book can

give hope to a grieving parent, when they're able to accept it.I've read more than a few books on life

after death for personal reasons, and no matter how the information is gleaned, whether through a

medium, a hypnotist, or someone who's had a Near Death Experience, the facts never change. We

are spirit beings who take on a physical body to learn how to love unconditionally. We have

numerous religions that tell of their messiahs/teachers/avatars, who have told us the same thing

countless times. Now we have books where the 'dead' are reaching back to us in order to tell us

what 'heaven' is like, and what our purpose here on earth is all about. You'd think we'd stop killing

each other long enough to listen . . . but here's what Life After Life is about:Dr. K. Paul Stoller is the

father of Galen, a boy who was hit by a train, and killed at the age of sixteen. Dr. Stoller was no

stranger to the idea of life after death, and in fact had written about it in his profession, so when his

son was killed, and his grief had subsided enough for contact, Galen came through to his father.

With the help of a medium, Galen was able to tell his father about the accident, and what his 'life'

was like now.This might sound like someone's very vivid imagination, but then again, the reports of

life after death are so consistent, no matter where they originate from, that it's time we started taking

them seriously. Galen reports of the classes he goes to, just like the classes talked about in other

books I've read; Delores Cannon's Convoluted Universe series, and numerous other regression

hypnotherapist, and writers such as Edgar Cayce.
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